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              Case Study: Project Soup 
 
 

 
In 2013 Project Soup was set up by Henry Owen, president of the Oxford Student Hub at Oxford University, 
England. Project Soup is a micro crowd funding and pop-up dinning project. 
 
Henry is a student like you. He is inventive, motivated and determined to make a contribution to society.  In his 
first year as a student he noticed that there were many worthy projects that were struggling to promote 
themselves and get support. He was also aware that student life is often expensive, and students have many 
calls on their time from studying, to eating, socialising and personal development as an individual.  
 
When asked more specifically what his motivations are and why he started Project Soup Henry noted the 
importance of: 
 

 Increased student engagement with local communities  

 Increased networks – both social and community networks  

 Increased social and community cohesion between different stakeholder groups 

 Greater funding and promotional exposure for social projects 
 
For a £4 entrance supporters get a bowl of soup, bread and a drink and an evening out. They also get to hear 
fundraising presentations from other students or social groups that want to engage supporters and raise funds. 
The diners can vote on which projects are supported, and can also donate additional funds to projects they 
wish to develop. 
 
All of the money raised, including entrance fees go to the projects that pitch. Food, venue, advertising and 
promotion, and all other costs and resources are met by donation or volunteering.  This includes donation of 
excess vegetables and fruit to make the soup, the venues for the events, and support in promotion. 
 
Project Soup makes great use of promotional posters on campus. Students at Oxford tend to use mobile 
internet and smartphones for access to social media to fit with their busy schedules. Emails are often ignored 
as spam or junk mail. Bright and highly visible posters are eye catching and these have been proven to be far 
superior to email, or social media promotion.  
 
He has wide support from his personal network, the hub and the student body generally.  
 
When Henry thinks about developing Project Soup there are some areas he considers to be important for long 
term sustainability. One of the key areas to consider is staffing aspect of the project. Normally the answer to 
retaining volunteer staff in a social project is to pay them. This approach to increase organisational 
sustainability may work with a relatively stable volunteer base, but with the high churn rate/ rate of change of a 
student population this approach does not work as well. 
 
Henry's thinking is to have a better and more fundamental understanding of what motivates student volunteers. 
With a solid notion of what volunteers and supporters value it becomes easier to provide that share and 
provide that value, instead of money. 
 
Another consequence of the fast turnover of volunteers is that networks, skills and knowledge can be lost from 
the organisation. These skills leave with students as they move on. An area of interest for the team at project 
soup and the Oxford Hub is how to capture and keep some of this learning and share it with existing and new 
volunteers and project initiators. 
 


